§§ 2-s]	Introduction	3
(e) English, the oldest records of which belong to about
the end of the seventh century,
note.—i. A few of the chief characteristics of the Germanic
languages as compared with the other branches of the Indo-
Germanic languages are : the first sound-shifting or Grimm's
law (§§ 229-34=); Verner's law (§ 238); the development of the
so-called weak declension of adjectives (§ 421) ; the develop-
ment of the preterite of weak verbs (§ 52O); the use of the old
perfect as a preterite (§ 481).
2.	The most characteristic differences between Gothic and
Old Norse on the one hand, and of West Germanic on the
other, are:   the West   Germanic   gemination   of  consonants
(§§ 254-6); the loss of final z which arose from In do-Germanic
s by Verner's law (§ 252);  the West Germanic development
of prim. Germanic ww (§ 9O), jj (§ 275); the form of the second
pers. sing. pret. indicative of strong verbs (§ 481).    Gothic and
Old Norse preserved the old perfect ending, as Goth.  Old
Norse namt, thou tookest, but OE. nome, OS. OHG. nami.   In
the West Germanic languages the -t was only preserved in
the preterite-present verbs, as  OE. -wast, OS. -west,  OHG.
weist, thou knowest.
3,	The most characteristic difference between High German
and the other Germanic languages is: the High German sound-
shifting (§ 230).
§ 2. The division of a language -into fixed periods must
of necessity be more or less arbitrary. What are given
as the characteristics of one period have generally had
their beginnings in the previous period, and it is impossible
to say with perfect accuracy when one period begins and
another ends. For practical purposes Old English may
be conveniently divided into two periods : early OE. from
about 700 to 900 ; and late OE. from 900-1100.
§ 3. The oldest records of OE. exhibit clearly defined
dialectal peculiarities which have been treated in some
detail in the phonology, so that the student can easily
collect together for himself the chief characteristics of each
dialect. In this grammar early West Saxon is taken
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